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CORNELL
CLEO discovers
B meson penguins
The CLEO collaboration at Cornell's
CESR electron-positron storage ring
has discovered a rare type of B
meson decay in which only a high
energy photon and a K* meson are
produced. These decays provide the
first unambiguous evidence for an
alternative route for heavy quark
decay that has been given the
whimsical name "penguin diagram".
In the mid-1970s penguin diagrams
were proposed to explain the puz
zling strangeness quantum number
selection rules in the decay of K
mesons. At the same time it was
realized that penguin diagrams could
also be important in the CP violation
seen in neutral K meson decay. CP
violation, an asymmetry between
matter and antimatter, is an essential
ingredient in understanding why
there is much more matter than
antimatter in the universe. CP
violation introduces a definite direc
tion to the arrow of time, which could
otherwise point equally forwards or
backwards. In addition, penguin
decays are very sensitive to some
extensions of the Standard Model of
weak decay.
Although penguin diagrams were
first proposed to explain an effect in
K meson decay, the K system gives
no unique signature for them, and
verification of penguin processes
meant looking elsewhere.
In the Standard Model, quarks
decay under the influence of the
weak force, emitting a W boson.
Since the W is charged, the charge
of the initial quark differs from that of
the final quark, so the charge of the
quark changes as well as its flavour.
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B mesons contain beauty (b)
quarks, with charge -1/3, which
ordinarily decay to charm (c) or up
(u) quarks with charge +2/3. So far
there has been no evidence for
"flavour changing neutral currents"
which would result in quark transfor
mations without changing electric
charge. In a penguin process, a b
quark can also decay to an s quark
via a one-loop process (2nd order
effect) in which a W boson is emitted
and then reabsorbed. Since the b
and s quarks have the same charge,
this process is an effective flavour

Computer display of a CLEO event in which all
of the particles produced in the decays a B
meson pair have either been observed or
inferred. One B decayed in an electromagnetic
penguin mode; the other decayed convention
ally. The curved tracks in the large inner circle
are the tracks of the charged particles in a drift
chamber in the 1.5 T magnetic field. The outer
region with its radial-angular segments is the
"barrel" portion of the CLEO II cesium iodide
electromagnetic calorimeter. Each segment
represents a counter as it would appear in
perspective if one were looking down the
barrel. The photons in the event are indicated;
the other black segments are due to charged
particles in the counter or usual background
signals from stray particles from other sources.
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Penguins at work. When a quark transforms
under the influence of the weak force, it
necessarily changes its electric charge as well
as its quark 'flavour'. In so-called 'penguin'
processes, two such quark transformations
couple back-to-back, providing an additional,
but very rare route for quark transformation. In
the process seen at Cornell an emitted photon
is seen accompanied by a K* meson, formed
by the strange quark emerging from the
penguin mechanism combining with a
spectator up or down quark.

changing neutral current. Accompa
nied by the emission of a high energy
photon, the decay is known as an
electromagnetic penguin decay. B
meson decays which result in only a
K* meson and a high energy photon
are a striking and unambiguous
signature for this type of process.
Events in which a B meson decays
to only a K* and a photon are rare approximately one per 20,000 de
cays. Taking into account the ineffi
ciencies of even the best detector,
more than a million B mesons are
needed to obtain an unambiguous
signal. During the last two years,
over 3 million B mesons were re
corded in CLEO. At CESR, B
mesons are produced in pairs without
additional particles, so the events are
very clean and the energy of the B
mesons is fixed - a good environment
for studying rare B decays.
Both the B and K* mesons decay
much too quickly to be observed
directly in the CLEO detector, so they
must be reconstructed from their
decay products. The search for
these penguin decays starts with
identification of a high energy photon
in the detector in coincidence with a
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The distribution of masses reconstructed from
K, pi, and photon candidates for 'penguin'
decay of B mesons seen by the CLEO
detector at Cornell's CESR electron-positron
collider. The 13 events in the peak between
5.274 and 5.286 GeV is the signal for the
decay. Events at lower mass are due to
random combinations of particles from other
processes.

K and pi meson. If a number of other
selection criteria are satisfied, the K
and pi are checked to see if they are
consistent with their being the prod
ucts of the decay of a K*. If so, the
reconstructed K* is combined with
the high energy photon, and the total
energy of these particles is compared
to the energy of the CESR electron
and positron beams. This constraint
on the energy of the decay products
eliminates nearly all background due
to random combinations of K
mesons, pi mesons, and photons that
come from other processes.
Once these three candidate parti
cles have been selected, the mass of
the parent particle that might have
produced them can be calculated.
The peak in the mass spectrum at

the B meson mass, 5.280 GeV,
shows that many of the candidates
actually resulted from the decay of a
B meson. Of the 13 events in the
peak, only about two are attributable
to background.
These decays establish the exist
ence of the electromagnetic penguin
decay process, but theoretical
understanding is not yet sufficient to
make accurate calculations of spe
cific processes. However reliable
calculations can be made for the total
rate including all electromagnetic
penguin decays, and these calcula
tions are sensitive to the existence
and masses of the sixth (top) quark
and a hypothetical charged Higgs
boson, neither of which have been
observed. Now that the existence of
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HV POWER SUPPLIES
Up to 500 kV and 15 kW

300 WATT DC SUPPLIES
75kV...3.5in....18lbs.

UP TO 125 kV DC...

The ER Series features 300 watt
capability with output ranges from
0 to 1 kV through 0 to 75 kV. Panel
height is only 3.5 inches and weight
less than 18 lbs. Automatic crossover
from constant-voltage to constantcurrent regulation protects against
overloads, arcs, and short circuits.
The ER Series features local as well
as full remote operation, including
control and monitoring, TTL enable/
disable, and safety interlock terminals.
Glassman High Voltage

250 watts...5.25 in.
The Glassman WR Series 250 W
regulated power supplies comple
ment the ER Series by adding DC out
put ranges from 0 to 85 kV through
0 to 125 kV. Panel height is 5.25" and
weight less than 40 lbs. Available with
analog or digital voltage and current
displays or with a blank panel for
OEM/system applications, the WR
Series is adaptable to most operating
environments.
Glassman High Voltage

125 kV...2 kW...8.75 IN.
WOW!

Series PK regulated high voltage
power supplies cover DC output
ranges from 0 to 3 kV through 0 to
500 kV with 4, 8, 12, or 15 kW maxi
mum power. For models up to 125 kV,
t h e p o w e r s u p p l i e s are t o t a l l y
enclosed in a 19-inch rack; above 125
kV, the high voltage multipliers are
housed in an open stack. Models are
available with positive, negative, or
reversible polarity.
Features include pulse-width mod
ulation for low parts count and high
efficiency, low stored energy for
safety, air insulation of HV compo
nents for serviceability and low
weight, and automatic crossover from
constant-voltage to constant-current
regulation for protection from over
loads, arcs, and short circuits.
Local operation is simplified by the
use of dual voltage and current digi
tal panel meters, with selectable
damping, and dual bargraph analog
displays, together with full status indi
cators. External monitoring/control
and an intelligent interlock system are
standard.
Glassman High Voltage

Imagine. Series IT models ranging from 0 to 1 kV through 0 to
125 kV, with output power to 2 kW, and all packaged in a 8.75" rack
height weighing less than 47 lbs! Your choice of analog or
digital displays, or a blank panel for system use. Local and remote
control and monitoring are all standard.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Constant voltage/constant current operation
Voltage regulation better than 0.005%
Ripple less than 0.03%
Current regulation better than 0.05%
Choice of positive, negative, or reversible polarity
220/240 V single-phase input

DC SUPPLY TO 125 kV...
with 1 kW plus
LX Series is available with DC ranges
from 0 to 1 kV through 0 to 125 kV, all
from a 120 V single-phase input.
Rated 1 kW at full voltage, the LX
provides currents equivalent to a 2
kW supply up to 5 0 % of rated voltage.
Panel height is only 8.75 inches and
weight less than 47 lbs. Positive,
negative, or reversible models. Nor
mally supplied with dual analog volt
age and current meters, the LX
Series can be ordered with dual digi
tal meters or with a blank panel for
OEM/system applications.
Glassman High Voltage

Call for full information on the LT Series, or other Glassman
supplies, 1 kV to 500 kV, 15 W to 15 kW.
Innovations

in high voltage power supply technology.

G L A S S M A N

H I G H

• •

VOLTAGE INC.

Glassman High Voltage, PO Box 551, Whitehouse Station, NJ 08889,
•
telephone (908) 534-9007. Also Glassman Europe, in the UK call (0256) 810808
and in Asia, Glassman Japan (044) 877-4546.
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CES

PRESENTS :

The best of both CISC & RISC worlds, with the best for each world :
OS-9® (OS-9000®) and Real-Time UNIX®, just to fit in with your needs !
w h e r e data f l o w is critical...

68040 CISC, FTC 8234
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...where m a s s i v e c a l c u l a t i o n is r e q u i r e d

R3000 RISC. RAID S2353
/9

I OS-9000®
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dual 68040 processor 25 MHz or 33 MHz.
Up to 128 Mbytes System Memory.
Up to 1 Mbyte of EPROM.
Eight 16-bit timers and Real-Time Clock.
High-Speed Block Mover Logic.
Real
* 40 Mbytes/s Block Mover in D32
* 80 Mbytes/s Block Mover in D64
Mutiprocessing message passing through eight 32-bit
FIFOs and two Mailbox Interrupts.
Local Bus Extension connector.
8 Kbytes EEPROM.
Direct Cheapernet (79C900) with a private buffer.
Two RS-232C serial ports.
53C710 32-bit SCSI Scripts Processor.
Fast SCSI-2 (10 Mbytes/s).
66 Mbytes/sec (@ 33 MHz) 32-bit Host bus DMA.
VME/VSB Master/Slave Interface.
VME Interrupt Handler & Requester (SIC 6351).
VSB Slave Write Broadcast Mode supported.
OS-9® and Lynx-OS® supported with complete set of
drivers for CAMAC, VME, VIC and FASTBUS.

MIPS R3000 RISC processor 25 or 40 MHz.
MIPS R3010 Floating Point Unit.
32/128 Kbytes Data & Instruction Caches.
8/32 Mbytes System Memory DRAM.
8 Kbytes NVRAM.
Sixteen 16-bit Timers & one Real Time Clock.
Four 32-bit FIFOs of 255 words each.
High Speed DMAC (WE 32204).
42000 Dhrystone & 7 Mflops SP Linpack.
Block mode Quad Word Transfer over local, VME
and VSB busses.
SCSI, Ethernet and two RS-232 Interfaces.
VME Master / Slave Interface.
VSB Master / Slave Interface.
Complete Interrupt handling.
Virtual Interrupts & Message passing.
General Purpose front panel connector.
Lynx-OS® and EP/LX® with complete set of drivers
for CAMAC, VME, VIC and FASTBUS.

For any additional information about these products or our complete VIC, VME, CAMAC and FASTBUS line, do not hesitate to contact us.
CES Geneva, Switzerland Tel: +41-22 792 57 45 Fax: +41-22 792 57 48
Email; ces Clancy.ces.ch
€ESJ> Germany
Tel: +49-60 55 4023
Fax: +49-60 55 82 210 Telex: 41 84 914 siwi-d
CES Creative Electronic Systems SA, 70 Route du Pont-Butin, P.O. Box 107
CH4213 FETIT-LANCY 1 SWITZERLAND
7c
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USE RISC AT N O RISK WITH C.E.S.
The RIO/MIO family
The c o s t e f f e c t i v e i n t e l l i g e n t V M E c o r n e r
for y o u r d e t e c t o r r e a d - o u t e l e c t r o n i c s
Used for experiment slow control, New developments (FDL, HIPPI, ATM, SCI),
• DSP price with RISC power and development comfort
• Your interface ready within one month

HARDWARE
RIO/MIO Family :
• The new generation of I/O processor boards based on
RISC R3051 line
• A revolutionary and versatile concept which offers an
optimal combination of :
- processing power (20 mips).
- User I/O bus bandwidth up to 50 Mbytes/s.
- VME Master / Slave Block transfer at over 20 Mbytes/s.
• Up to four I/O Modules can be mixed on the same MIO platform.
• Perfect solution for protocol oriented links
such as FDL HIPPI, SCI, ATM,...

CES
SWITZERLAND
Tel. : 41.22.792.57.45
Fax. : 41.22.792.57.48
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SOFTWARE
Comprehensive and easy to use firmware development
package including :
• Real-Time UNIX (LYNX) on the RAID VME embedded systems.
• Multi window debugging environment.
• Down Line Loading through VME backplane drivers.
• Extensive set of primitives (BIOS) in modular libraries.
USING RAID DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM :
• R3000 based system, 25 /40 MHz versions in VME format.
• Hardware and software assistance to help the user develop
his application.

CES.D
DEUTSCHLAND
Tel. : 49.60.55.40.23
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electromagnetic penguin processes
has been established, conclusions
derived from measurements of the
rate of inclusive decays are substan
tially more significant.
The CLEO collaboration has also
searched for electromagnetic pen
guin decays by looking for photons in
an energy region where these de
cays should dominate. The number
of photons observed is not signifi
cantly larger than the number ex
pected from background electronpositron annihilation processes in
which no B mesons are produced.
The resulting upper limit, 5.4 x 1 0 ,
for the rate of inclusive electromag
netic penguin decays rules out a
large class of models that include
charged Higgs bosons with masses
in the 100 GeV range. This result
sharpens the focus of ongoing Higgs
searches.
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Further elucidation of the role of
penguin diagrams in heavy quark
decay requires much larger samples
of B mesons. Cornell is currently
upgrading the luminosity of CESR by
at least a factor of five (December
1992, page 17). Cornell also has an
asymmetric B Factory proposed as a
further CESR upgrade (July/August
1991, page 8).

CERN
Materials science with
radioactive isotopes
from ISOLDE
Among the major physics objectives
at CERN's ISOLDE on-line isotope
separator is the growth field of
nuclear solid state physics, where the
goals are both technological and
scientific. ISOLDE research entered
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a new era when the facility began
operations last year in its new home
at the 1 GeV Booster synchrotron
(July 1992, page 5). Nuclear solid
state physics accounts for about 3 0 %
of ISOLDE beam time, other re
search highlights being nuclear
physics, atomic physics, nuclear
astrophysics, and biophysics.
The achievements so far and
ongoing goals of nuclear solid state
research were covered in a recent
workshop - 'Materials Science with
Radioactive Isotopes' - held at CERN
from 5-7 April. This carried on from
where the 'Radioactive Implants in
Materials Science' meeting in Bad
Honnef left off in January 1992.
The main aims of the CERN meet
ing were:
- to show the outstanding possibili
ties offered by ISOLDE for solid state
experiments using short-lived iso
topes;
- to stimulate discussion between
physicists using nuclear techniques
and those employing other methods;
and
- to look for collaboration opportuni
ties between present ISOLDE users
and other researchers: small teams
could be strengthened to provide a
very cost-effective way of exploiting
ISOLDE beams.
Nuclear solid state physics at
ISOLDE is mainly focused on the
investigation of defects and impuri
ties in semiconductors, but will also
be used for metals, surfaces and
interfaces, using nuclear techniques
such as radiotracer diffusion, emis
sion channeling, and Môssbauer or
Perturbed Angular Correlation
Spectroscopy (PACS).
The hitherto serious limitation of
many nuclear methods due to a
restricted range of chemically differ
ent suitable radioactive probe atoms
can be easily overcome by ISOLDE'S

lengthy isotope menu.
Thus whole new classes of semi
conductors become accessible for
PACS, yielding information on the
annealing of radiation damage after
heavy ion implantation and on the
hydrogen passivation of acceptor
dopants. Emission channeling has
been used to Investigate the lattice
site location of implanted lithium-8
(see front cover).
Radioactive isotopes also open up
new techniques, for example the
Conversion Electron Spectroscopy of
Valence Electron Configurations
(CESVEC), where the detection of
conversion electrons by a high
resolution beta spectrometer gives
the energy state density of the probe
atom's valence electrons.
Participants at meeting also heard
how combining standard techniques
like Deep Level Transient
Spectroscopy (DLTS) with radioac
tive isotopes can overcome other
wise inherent 'chemical blindness' the decay rate of the radioactive
implant identifies the chemical
species and gives the energy levels
of chemical impurities. This trick can
also be applied to optical techniques
like photoluminescence or electric
methods like the Hall Effect.
Summarizing at the end of the
CERN workshop, R.C. Newman of
the Interdisciplinary Centre for
Semiconductor Materials Research
at London's Imperial College pointed
out that more collaboration between
the nuclear and conventional tech
nique communities would be useful,
while non-nuclear techniques should
exploit the advantages of radioactive
isotopes to get additional information.
'The conference has made us aware
of new possibilities,' he concluded.
(See front cover

illustration)
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